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Existing approaches to intervention:
•
•
•
•

Service provision:
Requires no change at households, but nevertheless influences the
way resources are used.
Affirms demand as a thing to be ‘supplied for’
e.g. building roads, super-sewers etc.

•
•
•
•

Individual decision making:
seeks influence through incentives, information and other cues;
Demand is the responsibility consumers and consumer-facing orgs.
consider the interactions you have with your energy and water
supplier, for example.

•
•

Social norms and networks:
influences using normative reasoning, social networks, and
normative comparison.
Think energy-champions; ’your usage is X% that of the average
home’, social media campaigns.

•

Hoolohan & Browne, 2016.

A practice-based approach
• People seldom ‘chose’ to use resources like water or energy, or
produce wastes. This happens instead as they access services
(e.g. cleanliness, convenience).
• Peoples’ options are constrained and their demands are driven
by social and material factors.

• This does not mean that there is one universal pattern of
practice, people’s personal worlds and connections differ.
People act differently.
• What goes on in peoples’ homes (and when) is connected to
goings on in different places (and times), and therefore
individual action is connected to the actions of many others.

A showering example:
• Energy and water are used as people get
clean, de-stress, or get ready.
• Whether people shower, i.e. rather than
bath / wash / other, is influenced by their
bathroom, trends in the bathroom
industry, time, expectations, etc.
• How long people shower for is influenced
by all kinds of things; products, hairstyles,
body, health, physical ability.
• When & where people shower connects
to broader routines (e.g. work, exercise,
leisure & family-life).

Kuijer & De Jong 2011

Browne et al., 2013; Hoolohan, 2016 + MANY OTHERS

A ‘practice-based’ approach
infers that interventions should:
1. Target routines ‘in context’: design interventions that fit with, or
disrupt, existing rhythms of daily life.
2. Unsettle the taken-for-granted things that sustain the
unsustainable.
3. Engage in the social context: create space for new meanings
and expectations; influence trends; and consider interaction.
4. Engage in the material context: redesign product-service
systems to support sustainable practices; consider wider
materiality of bodies, homes, and cities.
5. Recognise interdependencies and collaborate across sectors.

6. Appreciate diversity: recognise that practice vary within and
between households, and over an individual’s life-course and
understand the limits to transferable, universal approaches.

Context: Beyond behaviour change
• SPT are an established counter narrative to conventional
approaches to intervention, yet have so far failed to establish in
policy and management spaces.

• Understanding complexity, developing critique and identifying
problems is Step 1. Most research stops there. Co-producing new
pathways for change can be Step 2, requires different methods.
• Researchers must recognise that limits to rationality have
implications for research. Just because a policy maker/ practitioner
agrees with you does not mean that policy/practice will change.
• Our capacity for imagination is bounded. Working with others
provokes creative ideas, facilitates learning, and enables action.
We can’t all just sit wating, readying our critique – we need to be a part
of making clumsy exploratory approaches, learning how and why
they do or don’t work, and supporting others in trying.

Process: Co-designing a toolkit
Spinuzzi’s 3 stage design
process

Spinuzzi (2005)

Step 1: Exploration
“in which designers familiarize themselves with the users work”
• This project is built on a 9(ish) year legacy across several projects,
including various attempts to put practice into policy-making
processes (e.g. Evans et al., 2015) and demand management
(Hoolohan, 2015)
• Understanding of institutional practices (e.g. Hoolohan & Browne,
2018):
• Institutional cultures and histories;
• Layers of expertise that informs professional practices;
• Methods and planning approaches, evaluation mechanisms.
• Taken-for-granted terminologies, tools and practices.
• An ongoing deep, critically reflective dialogue about demand
management and the hopes and frustrations associated with SPT.

Understanding the dynamics of professional
demand management practices.
• How are conventional demand management practices
sustained? (Or why is water efficiency all about showerheads?)
– Industry expectations; the multiple expectations that direct the
water industry institutionalize specific visions of what water is and
what water is for, with implications for the service that water
efficiency is hoped to provide.
– Partnerships and collaboration; the opportunity for reflexive planning
depends on who is involved, and the timing and nature of their
involvement.
– Positivist methods for evidencing action framing demand as a
function of domestic supply apparatus (taps, showers, toilets), and
disguises social and material conditions (homes, uniforms, routines).
– Environmental disturbance; unanticipated events trigger plans that
have legacies for the ongoing water demand management.
Hoolohan & Browne (2018) Reimagining Spaces of Innovation for Water Demand
Management. Water Alternatives 11(3): 957-978 https://bit.ly/2R3ovLe

Step 2: Discovery – What is a toolkit?
“a (metaphorical) box of resources,
processes, instructions and materials to help
someone implement something without
having had to spend years thinking about
how to do it. So, a way for someone to
access a strategy and the intel included
within in, without themselves having to be
the expert that developed it.”
Gill Seyfang (personal correspondence, 2018)

Step 2: Discovery – What is a toolkit for?
1) To get people working actively and creatively together.
2) To enhance users’ confidence and ability to use SPT.
3) Easy to follow by an untrained facilitator.
4) Expands users’ ability to articulate complex relationships
between “the problem” and everyday routines.
5) Identifies lots of possibilities for intervention; AND reduces options
into actionable interventions.
6) A means of developing commitment around a shared challenge.
7) Considers how to build evidence-making into intervention design.
8) Provides a means of introducing sustainable consumption and
convincing of the value of “behaviour change”.

Existing toolkits
1. AHW behaviour change framework (Defra)
2. Infrastructure co-design Toolkit (Sarah bell, UCL)
3. Practical Tools for Sustainable Consumption and Production
(UN Environment 10YFP)
4. Behaviour Change Toolkit For International Development
Practitioners. (People in Need)
5. Design with Intent: 101 patterns for influencing behaviour
through design (Lockton, et al.,)
6. The ISM Tool (Darnton, Southerton, Evans et al.)
7. MINDSPACE (LSE)
8. Shared Energy Toolkit (New Economics Foundation)
9. Behaviour Change Wheel (UCL)
10. EAST (BIT)
11. Adaptation Planning Process 12 (Sharp et al.,)
12. Framing Nature (PIRC, Common Cause)
13. From intervention to social change (Keller et al.)
14. …

Existing toolkits
Pros
• Present thoughtful questions
and support users in exploring
them.
• Practical tools to help form
objectives, explore a problem,
research something, or
brainstorm opportunities.

Cons
• Web links break.
• Reports are boring… but
work.
• Physical products are
amazing, but how to ensure
they remain accessible.

• Almost all contain some kind
• Most are thwarted by one or
‘user guide’ with background
more overly complicated
info in addition to instructions.
elements that is too difficult
Some are very detailed (e.g.
to follow.
on workshop timings, strategies
to increase participation),
others are more open.

Design tools…
Hacks
Jams
Sprints
x-athons

Why design thinking?
• Designers occupy an important
position in society, as they have
capacity to shape socio-material
conditions towards more, or less,
sustainable practices.

Design tools:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

A structured way of getting
people around a table to think
about possible “solutions”.
Encourage experimentation.
Highly ‘people’ focussed.
Their goal is to create additional
products and services to the
market not to disrupt the
market…
Extremely persuasive.
Lots of visual outputs.
Retrospectively applied to social
and sustainability challenges.
(they have not been created for
these purposes, and no-one has
stopped to ask if they’re
appropriate…)
Powerful tricks to infuse design
process with everyday realism.
Empowering

“No one knows everything,
whenever you’re trying to solve a
problem, you need to get different
people [with their] pieces of truth
into a space and give them
structure to come up with potential
solutions. Design thinking shows
people that it’s possible to
experiment with new ways of doing
things and come up with solutions
to complex problems quite quickly
so that they can have the courage
to try it themselves.”
Mis-quote from Jeffrey Allen,
Ministry of Justice.

https://www.designthinkersacade
my.co.uk/design-sprint-moj/

The problem with design tools is
that they’re “ontologically
indiscriminate”

(spoiler: that means that they discriminate!)

Kuijer and Bakker, 2015

Everyday understanding of
behaviour change = Nudge
• Nudge responsibilizes consumers, and ignores how
choices are effected by structures within society.
• Seeks influence within the bounds of existing system
(See: Kuijer &Bakker, 2015)

• It’s early successes in tax policy have not been
replicated in situations with highly routinised behaviour
e.g. energy demand (See: Hampton & Adams, 2018)
• Sees 1% change as better than no change (is it
though…?)
• RCT’s evidences impact, but no data on why / how
impact arises and limited guidance when things don’t
work.

So…
• Is it possible to develop something with all the
pizzazz of design thinking, yet retains its
theoretical integrity?
• AND that enhances the confidence and
ability of users to develop practice-based
interventions, thus expanding the possibility
space for sustainability intervention;
• AND can convince others of their importance;
• AND establish commitment;
• AND build shape the discourse on evidence
based action …

Prototyping
• Step 3: Develop a nasty prototype.
• Step 4: Test to destruction:
1.

Sustainable bathing - Waterwise, Defra water, Northumbrian
Water Group, WWF-UK Water. Facilitated by Claire; observed by
Ali and Liz.

2.

Food waste - WRAP, FSA, David Evans (Sheffield Food Futures).
Facilitated by Claire and Ali; observed by Liz and Matt.

3.

A interdisciplinary group of action researchers (facilitated by Liz
and Matt; observed by Claire)

• Step 5: Re-designed
• Step 6: Circulated to team, writing day to tweak and refine.

• Step 7,8,9: Preparing ‘Final’, ‘Final-Final’, and ‘Finally a final?’

“The exercises” are guides for
six workshop exercises, with
worksheets to add structure
and background material to
increase confidence.
There’s also general info on
how to arrange and run a
successful workshop.

Change points are distinct moments in peoples’ routines where their action
have consequences for the policy problems. They are also moments where
change could be effected. Change points reveal the connections between
peoples’ routines, the actions of others, and wider cultural, political, and
technological factors. Exercise 2 identifies sequences of change points to
then trace the influences on action and identify opportunities for interventio

What do people routinely do
that’s relevant to the focal
change point that you’ve
identified?

More writing on Change Points
https://changepoints.net/repor

What did we learn:
•

Research intended to create societal change needs to go beyond the
conventional publishing and knowledge exchange activities. This is a
methodological challenge.

If you are designing a support tool of any sort:
• Must be doggedly theoretical: Wild theory prevents reflexive thinking.
• Walk the walk: Users need practice in using theoretical language,
concepts and ideas. Your tool can help provide this practice.
• Narratives about people’s routines resonate, may help to overcome minime-ism. Enabling users to talk in this way helps direct creative process.
• Co-option works: part of the success of both BE and DT is the co-option
of ideas and language that users are familiar with.
• Evidence matters: if the theory embedded in a toolkit isn’t amenable to
testing using current modes of analyses, then how evidence will be
generated must be considered within the design of an intervention.
• Focusing on the solution, not the problem is empowering and
encourages collaboration.
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